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Feng Qing smiled and said, “Then help me thank Huahua’s master. Thank him for his trust in me. You can 

tell him that I’ve already prepared a place for the babies to raise them in advance. Moreover, I’ll hire 

enough people to take care of these babies. It can definitely guarantee their health and growth.” 

 

 

The nurse nodded and thanked Feng Qing on behalf of Huahua’s master. Even if Feng Qing didn’t say 

anything, she didn’t doubt this matter at all. After all, the conditions of the Xie family were there. 

Moreover, Feng Qing had previously posted on her Moments that she had specially arranged for March 

and his family to stay in the villa. For this, the nurse was jealous for a while. What did it mean by living 

worse than a dog? This was the most typical case. The nurse had only one thought now. She wanted to 

ask if March’s villa still lacked professional nurses. She wanted to jump ship and specifically serve March 

and his family. 

 

 

Feng Qing didn’t know what the nurse was thinking. She took out her phone and frantically took photos 

of the four babies in the pet box. She planned to show these photos to March when she returned to the 

Xie Manor. When the babies’ condition completely stabilized, she would find a time to bring March over 

to visit its wife and four babies. 

 

 

After taking the photos, Feng Qing and Xie Jiuhan walked out of the hospital. Along the way, Feng Qing 

chose the photos and posted the photos of the little puppies on her Moments. In the end, in less than 

ten seconds, Xing Yue, Han Jintian, and the rest left comments and liked them. All of them fought to 

adopt the little puppy. Han Jintian and Han Jinlu even fought on her Moments. Feng Qing’s lips couldn’t 

help but curl up as she watched the three of them fight. However, after a while, she realized something. 

Hence, she turned to look at Xie Jiuhan. “Eh? Little Jiu Jiu, why aren’t you driving?” 

 

 

However, the man did not speak and only looked at her with his black eyes. Seeing the man like this, 

Feng Qing hurriedly revealed a sweet smile and said, “Next time, I’ll bring Brother Xing Yue and the rest 

over to see March’s little brats. They’ve already started fighting on Moments.” 



 

 

Xie Jiuhan said, “What about me?” 

 

 

Feng Qing was stunned and looked at the man in confusion. “What?” 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan said, “Qingqing, look at me.” 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Feng Qing was even more confused. Hence, she said, “Me? Aren’t I looking at you?” 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan said, “What I mean is that you can pay more attention to me. Don’t forget about me just 

because you have a few brothers now.” 
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Feng Qing widened her almond-shaped eyes and looked at the man with a funny expression. She smiled 

sweetly at the man and said, “No way. Even if I forget, I won’t forget my husband.” 

 

 

The next second, Xie Jiuhan’s breathing deepened. He turned around and the shadow covered Feng 

Qing’s body. The man’s large hand held the back of her head and he kissed her pink lips. Their breaths 

intertwined. The man’s movements were very domineering and strong. 

 



 

Feng Qing had nowhere to hide in the narrow space in the car, and could only be tasted by the man as 

much as he wanted. However, Feng Qing quickly felt her entire body soften. Spring water overflowed in 

her secret place, and a stream of fire rose from her abdomen to the top of her head. She didn’t know 

what was wrong with her tonight, but she was actually aroused so quickly. Moreover, she especially 

wanted to get enough nourishment and love from the man. Hence, her slender arms wrapped around 

the other party’s neck, and she wrapped herself around the man like a water snake. 

 

 

Feng Qing’s initiative made Xie Jiuhan’s breathing gradually heavier. The hot breaths were like the best 

aphrodisiac. Very quickly, the entire car was filled with an ambiguous smell. Xie Jiuhan and Feng Qing 

kissed even more intensely. Xie Jiuhan hugged Feng Qing tightly, wishing he could fuse this woman into 

his body. Xie Jiuhan wanted to devour her. He wanted to fuse every cell in her body into his blood. Only 

then could they be together forever and never be separated. To Xie Jiuhan, only by fusing with Feng 

Qing could he be considered complete. 

 

 

After a period of lingering, Xie Jiuhan’s originally black eyes were filled with a layer of confusion. 

Ambiguity and sexiness filled his brows, making his originally handsome and abnormal face have a hint 

of human color. He was no longer as otherworldly as before, nor was he as cold and violent as usual. He 

even added a few hints of sexiness and coquettishness. 

 

 

Feng Qing looked at the man in a daze and subconsciously licked the corners of her lips. Love surged in 

her eyes. She couldn’t help but reach out and touch Xie Jiuhan’s chin. Feng Qing said in a soft voice, 

“Little Jiu Jiu, your kissing skills have improved a lot.” 

 

 

Xie Jiuhan : “…” 


